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Depletion-Force Measurements
Get Active
Measurements of the attractive force experienced by a passive particle in
a bath of active ones and of themicrostructure of that system, raise the
tantalizing possibility of simple and generic quantitative descriptions of
the organization of objects within active and living systems.

By Shashi Thutupalli

D epending on the properties of the fluid in which
they are suspended, particles called colloids can attract
each other. That happens when this so-called colloidal

suspension also contains “depletants,” which are typically
smaller colloids or polymer molecules. Most of the studied
depletants are passive, and the magnitude of the attractive
force they induce, known as the depletion force, is well defined
[1, 2]. Less studied are “active” depletants, which are present in
living systems, for instance in a cell’s cytoplasm, where they
move around by some self-propulsion mechanism [3–6]. The
depletion interaction of particles within these “active fluids” is
much less clear [7, 8]. Now, using experimental data, Clemens
Bechinger at the University of Konstanz, Germany, and

Figure 1: Experiments monitor the forces experienced by a passive
disk as it is jostled around by active particles.
Credit: S. Paul et al. [9]

colleagues establish a simple relationship between induced
depletion forces and a colloidal-suspension’s microstructure for
a certain class of active depletants [9]. This result marks an
important step toward understanding the spatiotemporal
organization within active fluids.

In a colloidal suspension, the various constituent particles can
self-assemble into suprastructures. This self-assembly is caused
by collective interfacial forces among the constituents. The
depletion interaction is one example of such a force. The
depletion force has a fascinating history and was first described
in a 1954 one-page theory paper by physicists Sho Asakura and
Fumio Oosawa [1, 10]. In a fluid containing large colloids and
small depletants, when two colloids get close enough, the
depletants get excluded from the space between the colloids.
This exclusion drives a pressure imbalance around the
colloids—the depletion force—that pulls the colloids closer.

Asakura and Oosawa derived a constitutive relationship
between this depletion force and the density distribution of
depletants around the colloids. But it only works for systems
where the motion of the depletants is driven purely by thermal
buffeting by the fluid, such as in milk [1, 2]. No constitutive
relation was previously established for any colloidal solution
with active depletants, such as a suspension of motile bacteria.

Active systems remain far from equilibrium because of their
constant energy flux. A consequence of this nonequilibrium
behavior is that active systems are liberated from the
constraints of detailed balance—a fundamental principle
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related to the reversibility of elementary thermodynamic
processes. Hence, the interaction among the depletants and
the colloids can lead to generation of steady currents in the
system’s phase space. These currents can manifest in the
rotation of an asymmetric microgear placed in an active fluid,
for example, something that is impossible in a passive solution
due to detailed balance [11].

Because of this behavior, there is a nontrivial distribution of the
fluid and depletants around a colloid, which has made it
difficult to pin down the relation between this distribution and
the depletion forces that develop. To date, measurements and
theory indicate that this distribution is both different from that
seen for passive depletants and—crucially—dependent on the
“class” of active system being used, meaning how the
propulsion directions of the active depletants affect how they
interact with each other [12]. Because of this class dependence,
Bechinger and colleagues focused on one class of active
depletant—scalar active depletants—in which the interactions
between depletant particles does not depend on their
respective self-propulsion orientations.

The team performed experiments using a model scalar active
depletant, consisting of 2-µm-diameter silica particles that had
one hemisphere coated by a thin layer of carbon. They
immersed these so-called Janus particles in a shallow disk of
fluid and activated their motion using light. The light triggered
an interaction at the carbon caps that propelled the particles at
speeds of around 0.40 µm/s [13]. Into this active “bath” the
team placed a passive 15-µm-diameter disk, which they held in
place with a laser-based optical trap. The optical trap allowed
them to monitor the depletion force experienced by the disk as
it was jostled around by the active particles (Fig. 1). They used
an optical microscope to measure the distribution of particles
as a function of their distance from the center of the disk.

This measurement combination allowed the team to
simultaneously capture the microstructure of the depletants
and the depletion force experienced by the disk, and thus to
understand how the two were related. Using recent theoretical
results, they quantified the relationship between the depletion
force and both the depletant density around a passive colloid
and the depletant polarization [8, 14]. Interestingly, the team
recovered a relationship similar to that obtained for passive
systems, with activity manifesting as an increased effective

temperature of the fluid. The team then used numerical
simulations to corroborate these results and to quantify the
impact on this relationship of factors such as the surface
roughness of the particles and hydrodynamic and phoretic
effects.

How active particles generate forces on passive ones is crucial
to understanding the spatial organization of objects within
active matter systems. This current study provides a significant
addition to the growing list of exciting insights into scalar active
systems. These measurements also bolster efforts to develop
effective coarse-grained descriptions for these systems. Such
insight is crucial for the design of active systems that can
harness collective forces to perform work or for designing active
responsive metamaterials.

This finding, together with other recent developments in
understanding the collective behaviors in active systems, raises
the tantalizing possibility of a physical description of the
spatiotemporal organization within living systems, the
archetypal active system. Biological systems are evolved,
complex, and inhomogeneous, making them very different
from most model physical systems. It would therefore be a
significant breakthrough if we could unravel the quantitative
relationships underlying their dynamic spatiotemporal
organization by studying much simpler physical systems.
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